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Rising Rate Of CFO Departure
(SINGAPORE) Nine CFOs has either quitted or joined other listed companies over a period of three days in the first week of
September, putting it well on track to overtake the record CFO turnover in August. In August, there were 22 cases of CFOs
quitting or joining listed companies and 16 cases occurred in smaller or lesser-known firms such as Van Der Horst Energy,
Hosen Group, Link Hi Holdings and Asia Tiger Group. Miss Tulika Tripathi, director at Michael Page International, believes the
higher attrition rate seen among CFOs of small firms stemmed partly from the growing number of regional headquarters being
set up here. When their key staffs are not geographically mobile, they target senior people in the local market to take up this
function. Setting up a regional HQ requires a hands-on seasoned professional who can address different aspects of the
business. This skill set is frequently found in CFOs of smaller firms who are used to handling a variety of roles and see this as a
'step up' in their career as there are more regional exposure as well as stronger long- term career opportunities.

Miss Annie Yap, CEO of GMP Group, stated that the increase in the number of companies opting to be public listed
as a result of last year's upbeat performance is another factor which caused the astounding turnover rate. As a listed
status imposes more financial reporting obligations, companies without a dedicated financial oversight capacity are
creating CFO roles. Coupled with this is the past few years emphasis on corporate governance, especially with the
recent adjustments in regulations for financial reporting and governance requiring a greater degree of transparency
on the part of companies. The higher CFO turnover rate among smaller companies compared with that of their larger
counterparts could be attributed to the nature of the profession in both contexts. Financial capacities in smaller firms
generally focus more on operational and costing functions. The role of a CFO in a big firm comes with a broader set of
responsibilities such as overseeing taxation matters and financial reporting, which is attractive to those from smaller
firms. Besides the broader and richer portfolio that a larger public-listed company would present to CFOs, such
companies are able to offer more options and shares as part of the remuneration package.

However, Mr Christopher Leong, partner of Chris-Allen Search, believes the churn should abate as
global economic conditions worsen as there are now fewer companies getting listed and hiring has
also slowed down. ~Adapted from “CFO musical chairs leave firms breathless”, Business Times Singapore,
4 September 2008 and “Stemming CFOs departures”, Business Times Singapore, 9 September 2008.
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